
Question Answer Page
Who is the author of Lety Out Loud? Angela Cervantes cover
If Lety could adopt any animal in the 
world which one would it be?

Spike, the sweet black and white terrier
1

What was the name of the animal 
shelter where Lety volunteered?

Furry Friends Animal Shelter
1

What was the name of the owner and 
veterinarian of Furry Friends Animal 
Shelter?

Dr. Villalobos

1
How did Spike get to the Furry Friends 
Animal Shelter the first time?

The Highway Patrol brought him in 
because he was chasing cars 2

What tricks did Spike know how to do? Shake, high five, rollover, sit and stay 2
Why did Spike get brought back to the 
shelter every time someone adopted 
him?

People said he was too wild

2
What was the name of Lety's best 
friend?

Kennedy McHugh
3

What kind of news did Lety’s parents 
watch at home?

Spanish news about Mexico and Central 
America 4

Where did Lety Muñoz live? Kansas City, Missouri 4
What two speeds did Dr. Villalobos say 
Spike had?

Roadrunner and rocket blaster
4

How did Spike become a hero? He was scratching at a car that had a 
crying baby inside it on a very hot Friday 
afternoon 5

What did the DJ in Kansas City 
announce when the weather was very 
hot?

An orange ozone alerts

5
What elementary school did Lety 
attend?

El Camino Charter Elementary
6

Who was Lety's fifth grade teacher? Mrs. Camacho 6
Who was Hunter Farmer’s fifth grade 
teacher?

Mrs. Morgan
6

What did Mrs. Camacho call her 
students that made Lety think of slimy 
sea creatures?

ELLs

6
What does ELL stand for? English language learners 6
Where did Brisa Quispe come from 
before she moved to Kansas City?

La Paz, Bolivia
7



Where did Lety live before she moved 
to Kansas City?

Mexico
7

What did Brisa do for Lety as her 
desk buddy?

She helped her understand her 
assignments and how to do things in the 
classroom 7

What did Lety say about unwanted 
people or pets that Dr. Villalobos 
thought was brilliant?

They can still become heroes if they 
were just given a chance

8
What was the name of the shelter 
volunteer that gave the campers a tour 
of Furry Friends Animal Shelter?

Alma Gomez

9
In what city in Mexico had Lety lived 
before moving to Missouri?

Tlaquepaque
10

Where did Alma finish sixth grade? St. Anne's 10
What did Alma call the campers when 
she introduced them to the men 
working in the pantry?

Summer heroes

11
What was the name of the place in the 
shelter where the dogs were kept?

The Bow Wow Zone
11

Where was Aziza from? Uzbekistan 12
Where was Ghazi from? Albania 12
Where was Myra from? Puerto Rico 12
Where was Santiago from? El Salvador 12
What sport were Santiago Brisa and 
Ghazi very good at?

Soccer
12

What club was Kennedy McHugh 
president of at school?

The Irish-American dance club
13

The first time Kennedy talked to Lety, 
what did she ask her if she knew how 
to make?

cascarones

13
Why did Kennedy want to learn how to 
make cascarones?

She wanted them to break on people's 
heads 13

Who talked to Lety and Brisa into 
signing up for the animal shelter 
summer camp?

Kennedy McCue

13
What kind of dog was Finn? A brown and black Labrador shepherd 14
What did Finn hate? Hats 15
What did animal shelter volunteers 
wear?

Purple T-shirts
16



What five different jobs did the 
campers have to choose from to do at 
the animal shelter?

Cat Hero, dog hero, social media hero, 
food pantry hero, and shelter scribe

16-17
What was the job of the shelter 
scribe?

To write profiles for the animals that 
describe them to visitors and encourage 
them to adopt them 17

What was the name of the shelter 
scribe who was Alma's best friend but 
was gone for the summer?

Gaby

17
What was the name of the brown and 
white cat that was given to the 
shelter by her family?

Coco

17
What was the name of the black kitten 
that had been dumped in the 
wilderness with his brothers and 

Milagro

17
What was the name of the light gray 
kitten at the shelter?

Kiwi
17

Why did Lety envy Brisa’s writing Lety could write in Spanish 18
What kind of school had Brisa 
attended before coming to the United 

A private Jesuit school in Bolivia
18

In what grade was Lety when she left 
Mexico?

Third grade
18

Why did Lety prefer writing in English 
over speaking in English?

Writing gave her time to think about the 
vocabulary and look up words 18

What did Kennedy and Brisa choose to 
do as heroes at the shelter?

Make cat toys and other crafts
18

What happened when Lety was about 
to put her name on the shelter scribe 
list?

Hunter put his name on the list before 
her

19
What English idiom did Hunter say to 
Lety when he signed his name on the 
shelter scribe list before her?

Looks like you missed the boat

20
Why did Lety call Hunter, ‘Hunter 
Fisher’?

Because she said he liked boats
22

What was the first chapter book that 
Lety read in English when she was in 
fourth grade?

Mrs. Frisby and the rats of NIMH

22



What author did Alma compare Gaby 
to?

JK Rowling
24

Who came up with the idea for the 
contest to be shelter scribe?

Mario
25

What did Mario tell them about Gaby? That she got in trouble and wasn't 
allowed to play with the dogs and cats 
again and that Dr. Villalobos almost 
kicked her out of the shelter 27

Why did Lety, Alma, Kennedy, Brisa, 
Mario, and Hunter keep the contest a 
secret?

They were afraid Dr. Villalobos would 
kick them out of the shelter if he found 
out 27

Who did they decide would be the 
winner of the shelter scribe contest?

The one who got the most adoptions 
from their profiles 27

What job did Mario sign up for at the 
shelter?

Social media hero
28

Why didn't anyone want to be the food 
pantry hero?

It smelled bad
28

What did Hunter claim about his 
writing skills?

He said he wrote at a high school level
28

What did Kennedy suggest they do for 
the contest because Hunter had such 
advanced writing skills?

Come up with five words he had to use in 
the profiles

28
How do you say ‘doubt’ in Spanish? Duda 31
Who did Lety pray to for Spike? St. Francis 32
What was Lety seven-year-old 
brother's name?

Eddie
34

What game did Eddie play at summer 
school?

Hangman
34

What was Lety's mom's tradition 
whenever she did a new paint job?

To bring home one swatch from every 
paint job 35

What color are violet, mauve, and 
lavender all shades of?

Purple
35

What had Lety's mom done for work in 
Mexico?

She sold paintings of birds, stray animals, 
and flowers in the main plaza of 
Tlaquepaque 36

What colors did Lety's mom call 
sencillos?

Beige, gray, and creamy whites
36

What color is indigo? Blue 36



What did Ms. Camacho tell Eddie 
should be their goal in regard to 

To learn English but not to lose their 
Spanish…to be bilingual 38

What did Lety's family do while Lety's 
father ate dinner?

Do their homework and drink a glass of 
milk 39

What cartoon did Eddie like to watch 
on TV?

Zombie cats
42

What American game show was the 
Mexican game show called Cien 
Mexicanos Dicen similar to?

Family feud

42
When the game show host asked the 
families to name something they never 
left home without, what did Lety’s 
father guess?

Identification

43
What lie did Hunter and Mario tell the 
girls in regard to the contest at the 
shelter?

The day would be allowed to give five 
words to Lety to that she would have to 
use in the profiles 45

What five words did Mario and Hunter 
choose for Lety to use in her profiles?

Supersonic, infectious, rigid, colossal, and 
fusion 46

What five words did the girls give 
Hunter that he had to use in his 
profiles?

Rambunctious, gush, beckon, scrumptious, 
and cerise

47
What does the word, cerise, mean? A deep pink color 47
What does the word, cerise, sound like 
in Spanish?

Cereza … the word for cherry
47

What did Hunter have at his birthday 
party the previous year?

A robot piñata
48

Why was Hunter concerned about 
getting kicked out of the camp?

His grandma paid a lot for him to attend 
the camp 49

Why did Lety agree to the five words 
Hunter and Mario gave her, even 
though they hadn’t mentioned it when 
they started the contest?

She wanted to win fair and square

49
What was the word limit for the pet 
profiles at the shelter?

100 words
50

Which animals did Lety write profiles 
for?

Three cats named Chicharito, Lorca, and 
Bandit, and two dogs: Finn and a 
Pomeranian mix named Bella 51



Why did Brisa refuse to give up her 
Bolivian accent?

Her accent was her grandma's accent 
and it was all she had left of Bolivia 52

What did all my give to Lety to use as 
an example of the excellent pet 
profile?

The profile for Spike that Gabby wrote

53
What two things did Spike love? To play tug-of-war and his stuffed panda 53
What were the only things Spike 
disliked?

Empty water bowls, fleas, and rainy days 
when he could not go outside and chase 
squirrels 53

Why couldn't Alma adopt Spike? She already had a cat and they didn't 
get along 54

What was the name of the cat Alma 
adopted from Furry Friends Animal 
Shelter?

Feather

54
What did Alma's cat named Feather 
look like?

Gray, tan, and white tabby with green 
eyes 54

How did Dr. Villalobos decide who could 
adopt the animals?

He watched their behavior and listen to 
what they said and judge their 
character and if they fit with certain 54

What did Lety's dad do that showed 
he loved dogs?

In Mexico he shared his breakfast with 
the stray dogs and he built a doghouse 
for a neighbor 55-56

What kind of dog did Lety see Hunter 
staring at in the shelter?

A Great Pyrenees Labrador mix
56

What did Brisa nickname Hunter? Mr. Shruggy llama 57
What was Lety good at that helped 
her learn English during her first year 
at school?

Reading facial gestures, body language, 
and tone of voice

57
What was the name of Hunter's dog 
that he lost?

Gunnar
57

What was the name of the Great 
Pyrenees/Labrador mix at the shelter?

Sawyer
57

What breed of dog was Gunnar? purebred Great Pyrenees 58
When did Hunter get his Great 
Pyrenees dog, Gunnar?

For his 5th birthday
61

How did Hunter describe Great 
Pyrenees dogs?

protective loving family dogs
61

Why do Labrador dogs love lakes? They are great swimmers 62



When did a lot of adoptions happen at 
the shelter?

On weekends
62

What film did the campers at the 
shelter watch?

A film about dog aggression and how to 
behave if you're confronted with a 
hostile dog. 63

What was the date tattooed on Dr. 
Villalobos's arm next to a scar?

16-Aug-97
63

How did Dr. Villalobos get his scar? He was jogging in the morning and a full-
grown Doberman jumped out and 
attacked him 63

What English expression did Dr. 
Villalobos use to express how much it 
hurt when the Doberman bit him?

It hurt like the Dickens

63
Why did Dr. Villalobos say some dogs 
behaved aggressively?

They been neglected and abused or 
raised that way to be aggressive by 
humans 64

What did the man in the film say to do 
if confronted with an aggressive dog?

Don't move, stand rigid, and be silent and 
most importantly do not make eye 
contact or the dog will see it as a 64

What are the two meanings of the 
word, rigid?

stiff, or strict about rules
65

What did Finn sleep on at the shelter? A periwinkle blue blanket 65
What breed of dog was Kenzie? An American Pitbull 67
How old was the American Pitbull mix, 
Kinsey?

Four years old
67

What did people usually do when they 
saw Kenzie, the Pitbull at the shelter?

They passed right by her cage
67

What was the name of the fluffy black 
Pomeranian dog at the shelter?

Bella
68

How much did families have to pay for 
their child to attend the Furry Friends 
Animal Shelter camp?

$200 

69
What did Brisa’s father do for work? He was an engineer 69
What phrase did both Lety and Brisa 
not remember how to say in Spanish?

give up
70

What is something that is often 
implanted in dogs so they can easily be 
returned to their families?

Microchip

72



How big are Pomeranians usually? No bigger than 5 pounds 73
What does the word ‘colossal’ mean? Massively big 73
Which dog’s profile included the word 
‘colossal’?

Bella’s
76

How did Lety describe all Pomeranians? Smart and playful 76
What was the name of the band who 
had a song about money not being able 
to buy you love?

The Beatles

78
What did the website coordinator do 
when a dog or cat was adopted?

Marked the Furry Friend’s picture with 
the word ‘adopted’ and double 
exclamation marks 80

What was the name of the dog that 
was a giant schnauzer and poodle mix?

Scout
81

What did that schnauzer poodle mix 
named Scout enjoy doing?

Fetching balls and sticks
81

What kind of cat was Messi? Siamese 82
What did the tabby cat named 
Chicharito do in his cage?

He shredded all the newspaper in his 
cage and destroyed the feather toys 
they made him 83

Which animal at the shelter was named 
for a soccer player?

Messi
83

What word means the mixing of two or 
more things?

Fusion
85

Where were Mario's grandparents 
originally from?

Guanajuato, Mexico
87

Why were cats wrapped up like little 
cat burritos?

They had just been neutered or spayed
87

Why did Dr. Villalobos take Finn's 
profile down?

He worried about his problem with hats
88

How old was the tabby cat named 
Chicharito?

Eight months old
89

Was Chicharito a boy or girl? Boy 89
What were Chicharito’s siblings’ names? Solo and Sinclair 89
What did Lety say people used the 
color cerise for?

For an accent wall in the dining room or 
master bedroom 90

When Lenny saw Hunter in the 
multipurpose room, what was he doing?

Sketching a dog
92



What was the name of the speaker 
from the rescue team who spoke to 
the campers at the shelter?

Zoe

93
What did so he said were some reasons 
people gave up their animals?

Sometimes they lost their jobs, got 
divorced, got sick, or suddenly had 
trouble feeding their families 94

How did Zoe's rescue team help people 
who were struggling to keep their 

They supplied them with food and access 
to veterinary care 94

In third grade when some girls asked 
Lety how to say ugly pig and go away in 
Spanish, what did she actually teach 
them to say?

Pretty or cute (guapa) and do good (sale 
bien)

95
What did Hunter say in the assembly 
with Zoe from the rescue center that 
surprised everyone?

He said that as long as you love your pets 
that's all that mattered

96
What kind of cat was Bandit? A domestic shorthair with black fur and 

blue eyes 98
Why did Bandits family have to give 
her up even though she was litter box 
trained?

Everyone in her home was allergic to her

98
What Bolivian dish did Brisa’s pregnant 
mother crave?

picante de pollo
98

What kind of musical instrument did 
Mrs. Camacho play?

Guitar
100

What two songs did Eddie sing when 
Mrs. Camacho played her guitar?

This land is your land and beautiful
101

Why did the man in the red baseball 
cap in the store get angry?

Because he heard them speaking Spanish 
and he thought everyone in America 
should speak English 101

Who yelled at the man in the store for 
being mean because they were speaking 
Spanish?

Eddie

102
Why did Brisa suddenly decide to quit 
going to the animal shelter?

After the incident with the angry man in 
the store, she decided she should go to 
summer school to improve her English 107

What did Eddie's father read to him 
while he was in bed crying to calm him 
down?

The colors of paint swatches

110



What did Lety name the blue haze on 
the floor between her and Eddie’s 
beds?

Suenos azules oscuros - deep blue 
dreams

111
Which two cats were adopted by one 
of the coaches for the city soccer 

Messi and Chicharito
113

What did Kennedy say about the man 
saying they needed to speak English in 
America?

She said there was South America and 
North America and Brisa’s family was 
from South America and Mexico was part 
of North America 114

What was the name of the three-year-
old tuxedo cat in whose profile Hunter 
used the word cerise?

Brooks

116
What did the cat named Lorca think he 
was?

A lion
118

Which was the only cat Dr. Villalobos 
allowed to roam around the shelter?

Lorca
119

Where was the poet named Lorca 
from?

Spain
120

Who are Lorca, José Martí, Pablo 
Neruda, Octavio Paz, and Sor Juana 
Inés?

Poets

120
What did Brisa wish she had said to 
the man in the store who was wearing 
the red baseball cap?

That she could speak two languages and 
he could only speak one

121
what does ‘beso’ mean? Kiss 122
Where did Lorca always like to sit? Way up high where he could watch people 123
What does the word ‘supersonic’ mean? As fast as the speed of sound 124
What idea did Lety have that would be 
good for the animals in the shelter and 
also help Brisa practice English?

To have the ELL students come to the 
shelter and read to the dogs and cats

125
What did Hunter tell Dr. Villalobos the 
winner of the contest would win?

The winner would be the only shelter 
scribe and the loser had to join the food 
pantry heroes to scoop food into bags 130

What upset Dr. Villalobos about the 
contest?

He thought that Hunter and Lety only 
cared about the contest and not the 
animals 130



When Dr. Villalobos found out about 
the contest, what did Hunter do that 
surprised Lety?

He took all the blame himself

130
Why was Gaby not at the shelter that 
summer?

She went to visit her mom
132

What punishment did Dr. Villalobos give 
to Hunter, Lety, Mario, and Kennedy 
because of the contest?

They all had to work in the food pantry

133
What was the name of the upcoming 
event that the shelter needed to 
prepare 500 bags of pet food for?

The Wags and Whiskers Community Fest

133
Which profile did Dr. Villalobos tell 
Lety was her best?

The one she wrote for Lorca
134

Why did Hunter have to give up his 
dog, Gunnar?

His parents got divorced and his mom, 
him, and his little brothers moved in with 
their grandma because his dad refused 
to leave the house 136

What did Hunter's dad do with 
Hunter’s dog, Gunnar?

First he kept him because he was mad at 
Hunter’s mom, and then he gave Gunnar 
to his Uncle Steve in Wichita, Kansas 137

What happened when Hunter's 
grandma called his uncle and asked him 
to return Gunnar to them?

He said he took Gunnar to the shelter 
because he kept tearing things up in his 
house 137

Why did Lety say that Gunnar was 
tearing stuff up in Hunter's uncle's 
house?

He was upset because he missed Hunter

138
What did Hunter used to do with 
Gunnar every night before he went to 
bed?

Read a story to her and his little 
brothers

138
What did Gunnar do when Hunter told 
Gunnar to choose a book?

She went and took a book from the shelf 
with her mouth and brought it to him 138

Why did Hunter's grandma enroll him 
at the Furry Friends Animal Shelter 

To get his mind off Gunnar
139

What kind of dog was Ailis? A poodle 140
Why was Kennedy mad at Mario? Mario said she touched the ball with her 

hand to get a goal and he called her on it 143
Who wrote the poodle, Ailis’s, profile? Lety 140
Who wrote Riley's profile? Hunter 140



Why did Lety agree to the rules of 
the contest even though she knew that 
Mario and Hunter changed them?

She wanted to win fair and square

145
How did Lety think Dr. Villalobos might 
be able to help Hunter get his dog, 
Gunnar, back?

By having him call animal shelters in 
Wichita, Kansas

146
What did Lety name her reading 
program for ELL students to read to 
the animals in the shelter?

Reading FUR friends

152
Where did Dr. Villalobos hear of a 
similar program in which students read 
to animals?

Chicago

150
Why did Lety have a feeling that Mrs. 
Camacho would agree to the idea of 
bringing her students to read to the 
animals in the shelter?

She had two rescue cats of her own

150
what did Brisa mean by the word, 
tinkaso?

A good gut feeling
155

Who was the 10-year-old poodle, Ailis, 
named for?

Celtic nobility
156

What kinds of books did Hunter bring 
to read to the dogs and cats?

Picture books about dinosaurs and sharks
157

What kinds of books did Mario bring to 
the shelter to read?

All his Harry Potter paperbacks
157

What kind of book did Kennedy bring to 
the shelter to read?

A book of Irish folk tales
157

What did Mrs. Camacho's T-shirt say? Soy bilingüe. What's your superpower? 158
What did Eddie read out loud to the 
cats?

Color swatch names
159

What did Mrs. Camacho say about kids 
who learn new languages?

They were natural problem solvers
160

Which animals did Hunter read to at 
the shelter?

Finn and Riley and other big dogs in the 
Bow Wow Zone 161

Which reading group at the shelter did 
Alma lead?

The small dog room group
161

Which reading group did Daisy lead in 
the shelter?

The reading group in the Feline Friends 
room 161



Which animals did Eddie read swatches 
to?

A litter of white kittens
161

What story did Lety read to Spike? A story about a princess and a warrior in 
ancient Mexico 162

Why was Lety nervous about talking on 
the news?

She said that when she got nervous her 
accent came out 164

What kind of books did Solo and 
Sinclair love most?

Books about fishes
164

What Spanish book did Hunter bring to 
read at the shelter that he showed to 
the news reporter?

La Gallinita Roja

165
Why did Hunter say he picked each 
Spanish book to read?

He said his friends were learning English 
but he thought it was important for 
everyone to learn new languages 165

What was the name of the news 
reporter who came to the shelter?

Amanda Velasco
166

What was the name Amanda Velasco 
and her daughter adopted from the 
Furry Friends Animal Shelter?

Secret

166
Why had Lety never owned a book in 
Spanish?

They were too expensive
166

What bad news did Daisy have about 
Gunnar?

She had been adopted by a family with 
two boys a week before 167

Why did Hunter have conflicting 
feelings about trying to get Gunnar 
back?

He wanted his dog back, but he didn't 
want to take the other kids’ new dog 
away and be like his dad 168

How long had Hunter and Gunnar been 
separated?

Almost 4 weeks
169

What kinds of books did Finn and Riley 
like to listen to most?

Books about sharks
171

What did the cat, Solo, most like to 
listen to being read?

The newspaper – especially the sports 
section 171

What did Lety say made the cat, Solo, 
purr?

Hearing her read to her about soccer
171

What did the tabby cat named Solo 
have above her eyes?

A dark ‘M’ shape
171

Who came into the animal shelter and 
made Lety and Brisa feel upset?

The man with the red baseball cap and 
his two daughters 172



Why did Hunter follow the man with 
the red hat and chase him when he 
left the shelter?

He wanted to force him to apologize to 
Brisa and Lety

174
What was Brisa’s favorite English 
expression?

When they go low, we go high
176

Why was Lety glad the man with the 
red hat saw them at the shelter?

He could see that they didn't give up or 
hide after he was mean to them. 177

Why did Riley need surgery after a 
rescue team brought into the shelter 
in the winter?

His back left leg was so damaged that it 
had to be amputated

179
What kind of dog was Riley? A seven month old husky 179
Why did Riley, the husky, love books 
about sharks?

Because sharks never stop moving and 
neither did he 179

Even though Hunter’s father purposely 
tried to hurt Hunter by giving Gunnar 
away, how did he really hurt himself?

What he did made Hunter and Hunter's 
brothers not trust him

180
Why did Lety say she wished there 
were more boys like Hunter?

Because it would mean less men like the 
one that bullied them at the store 181

Why did Dr. Villalobos decide to give 
Spike to Lety?

She had proven to him that she never 
gave up and Spike needed someone 
exactly like that 185

What wonderful surprise did Hunter 
get at the Wags and Whiskers Family 
Fest?

The family that adopted Gunnar brought 
him back to Hunter

186
Why did the Salazar family drive from 
Wichita, Kansas to return Gunnar to 
Hunter?

After they adopted Gunnar, she cried 
every night and they knew she was 
missing Hunter and his family 189

What did James Salazar say they 
received in the mail?

Gunnar’s profile written by Lety and sent 
to the Salazar family by Dr. Villalobos 189

How old was Gunnar when he was given 
to Hunter as a birthday present?

Four months old
190

What did Hunter do that surprised 
Lety when he met her parents?

He spoke to them in Spanish
192

Which dog did the Salazar family adopt 
and take back with them to Wichita, 
Kansas?

Riley, the three legged Husky

193
At the end of the story, what changed 
about birthday parties?

Everyone was invited, not just the native 
English speakers 195


